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Frequency anomaly in the Rashba-effect induced magnetization oscillations of a high-mobility
two-dimensional electron system
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With the direct measurement of the quantum oscillatory magnetization M of a two-dimensional electron system
(2DES) in an InGaAs/InP asymmetric quantum well we discover a frequency anomaly of the de Haas–van Alphen
effect which is not consistent with existing theories on spin-orbit interaction (SOI). Strikingly, the oscillatory
magnetoresistance of the same heterostructure, that is, the Shubnikov–de Haas effect conventionally used to
explore SOI, does not show the frequency anomaly. This explains why our finding has not been reported for
almost three decades. The understanding of the ground state energy of a 2DES is evidenced to be incomplete
when SOI is present.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in semiconductor het-
erostructures has received great interest due to the potential
application in the field of spintronics on the one hand and the
rich fundamental physics unveiled on the other hand.1 Electron
momentum and spin couple due to an electric field provided by
either an asymmetry of the confining potential or the inversion
asymmetry of the host crystal.2 These phenomena are known
as Rashba (R) and Dresselhaus (D) SOI, respectively. Beating
patterns in the longitudinal magnetoresistivity ρxx(B), that
is, the Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) effect, have often been
evaluated to determine the strength of SOI in two-dimensional
electron systems (2DESs).3,4 A transverse magnetic field B

hybridizes the SOI-induced zero-field splitting and the field
dependent Zeeman splitting thus leading to two unequally
spaced sets of Landau levels (LLs) that give rise to the beating
patterns. Thermodynamic quantities like the magnetization
M are in particular powerful to study electronic states since
they allow for an explicitly quantitative analysis and provide
fundamental insight without further assumptions.5,6 Bychkov
and Rashba have addressed M of a 2DES with R-SOI in a
pioneering theoretical work in 1984.7 At zero temperature T

the oscillatory behavior of M = −∂U/∂B|ns ,T =0, that is, the de
Haas–van Alphen (dHvA) effect, provides direct access to the
evolution of the ground state energy U with B. ns is the carrier
density. Since then numerous theoretical papers have discussed
the beating patterns in dHvA traces.8 Experimental data M(B)
in transverse magnetic fields to verify the theories have not yet
been available due to the challenging magnetometry.9,10

In this paper we report on beating patterns in M(B)
measured at low temperature in nearly perpendicular and tilted
magnetic fields on a 2DES in an asymmetric InGaAs/InP
quantum well exhibiting SOI. In addition, we have taken
data ρxx vs B on the same heterostructure under the same
tilt angles. The experimental data evidence a clear anomaly
in the frequency of the magnetization oscillations at nearly
perpendicular B. The SdH oscillations do not exhibit the
anomaly explaining why it has not been reported before. We
show that this phenomenon is unexpected and in contrast to
the current understanding. In particular we perform a fully

quantum mechanical model calculation for M(B) taking into
account R-SOI, D-SOI, the Zeeman contribution, and tilted
magnetic fields. The striking discrepancies between the mag-
netization data and both magnetotransport experiments and
theoretical results reveal that the thermodynamic properties
are far from being understood. We find that by tilting the field
B we are able to suppress the anomaly in M(B).

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed on asymmetric 10 nm
wide Ga0.23In0.77As quantum wells embedded between
150 nm Ga0.47In0.53As and a 20 nm InP spacer, followed by
10 nm InP:Si. The samples were grown by metal organic vapor
phase epitaxy on InP(100). All measurements were taken after
brief illumination with a blue light emitting diode. Electrons
occupied only the lowest subband with a density ns = 8.7 ×
1015 m−2 and mobility μ = 37 m2/V s at T = 300 mK. The
effective Landé factor g∗ = −4.5 and the effective mass m∗ =
0.037me were determined from tilted field measurements
and the temperature dependence of quantum oscillations,11

respectively (me is the free-electron mass). We have employed
a micromechanical cantilever magnetometer12 to measure the
anisotropic magnetization M of the 2DES. The experimental
geometry is sketched in the inset of Fig. 1. M was determined
by measuring the torque τ = M × B using a capacitive
readout scheme. The oscillatory part of M was extracted from
the raw data by fitting and subtracting a low-order polynomial
in 1/B.12,13 The angle θ was varied in situ. Magnetization data
were recorded at T = 30 and 300 mK. We found the data to
be consistent. ρxx was measured on a Hall bar from the same
heterostructure at T = 300 mK using current modulation and
phase-sensitive detection with a lock-in amplifier. By this we
revisited the magnetotransport experiments used earlier to
investigate SOI in high-mobility 2DESs.3,4

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present experimental magnetization data for different θ

in Fig. 1(a). Data are displayed vs 1/B⊥ for clarity. Here B⊥ is
the magnetic field component perpendicular to the 2DES. Due
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Magnetization M(1/B⊥) measured for
different tilt angles θ . Data are taken at 30 mK and are offset for
clarity. Inset: Schematic side view of the heterostructure [light (red)]
in the external magnetic field B. (b) ρxx(1/B⊥) measured under
corresponding tilt angles. Curves are taken at 300 mK and are offset
for clarity. Vertical lines in (a) and (b) indicate the last beat node and
separate the field regimes A and B used in the data analysis. (c) FFT
spectra of M taken separately on the field regimes A and B provide two
distinctly different oscillation frequencies f M

A and f M
B , respectively.

In contrast, (d) FFT spectra taken separately on the field regimes A and
B in ρxx yield peaks with f R

A and f R
B being almost exactly the same.

(e) Applying an FFT on M data on the full field regime A + B provides
two different frequencies f M

1 and f M
2 as well as the sum frequency

f M
S = f M

1 + f M
2 . (f) Full range FFT of the ρxx data provides also

two different frequencies f R
1 and f R

2 as well as the sum frequency
f R

S = f R
1 + f R

2 .

to SOI, the oscillations exhibit a characteristic beating pattern
first predicted for M(1/B⊥) by Bychkov and Rashba.7 At θ =
15.2◦ the last beat node is found at 1/B⊥ � 1.6 /T. For large θ ,
the second beat node at 1/B⊥ � 3.25 /T is resolved due to the
higher experimental resolution caused by the increased torque
τ = MB sin θ . It is well established that the sharply dropping
slopes of the sawtoothlike dHvA effect occur at integer values
of the filling factor ν = ns/(eB⊥/h), where the Fermi energy
resides between the LLs.13,14 The jumps in M have a peak-
to-peak amplitude �M and measure the energy gap between
adjacent levels according to �E = �MB/N , where N is the
number of charge carriers.13,15

Before we analyze in detail the magnetization data, it is
instructive to consider the SdH oscillations in ρxx(1/B⊥)
[Fig. 1(b)] measured on the same heterostructure. They exhibit
the well-known SOI-induced beating pattern as well. Here the
minima in ρxx are known to reflect integer values of ν. From
the comparison between Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) we find that the
beat node positions in ρxx and M are at corresponding field
values (taking into account a small carrier density difference of
2%). At first sight, the overall behaviors of M and ρxx seem to

be consistent. This is, however, not the case when considering
the frequency of the oscillations as a function of 1/B⊥.

To show this, we first focus on the well-established
evaluation based on fast Fourier transformation (FFT)3,4,16

of M and ρxx data. We consider M and ρxx at θ = 15.2◦
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, and subdivide the data
sets into regimes A and B as indicated. Performing FFTs
in the two regimes separately, we obtain two peaks A at
f M

A = 18.1 T and B at f M
B = 18.6 T from the magnetization

data [Fig. 1(c)]. The occurrence of two separate frequency
peaks is unexpected and in contrast to the FFTs performed on
the magnetoresistance (R) data. In Fig. 1(d) we find the same
frequency for regimes A and B, that is, f R

A ≈ f R
B ≈ 18 T.

The degeneracy of these frequencies is expected for a regular
beating pattern and has been reported consistently for ρxx for
decades, where oscillations between two beat nodes exhibit
only one single periodicity. The important observation of
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) is that we obtain a clear frequency
anomaly for the magnetization data that are taken on the same
heterostructure. Applying FFTs over the full magnetic field
range A + B [Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)], we obtain peaks at separate
frequencies for both experiments. We find f M

1 = 18.1 T and
f M

2 = 18.8 T for M , and f R
1 = 17.7 T and f R

2 = 18.3 T for
ρxx . Following the vertical dashed lines in Figs. 1(c)–1(f)
it is easy to see that in the magnetization data f M

A = f M
1

and f M
B = f M

2 , whereas in the transport data, f R
A = f R

B =
(f R

1 + f R
2 )/2. This discrepancy further substantiates that the

oscillations in M exhibit an anomaly compared to ρxx . Using
α = (�nh̄2/m∗)[π/2(ns − �n)]1/2 from Ref. 4, both FFTs
over the full range yield very similar values for the Rashba
constant αR of 4.6 × 10−12 eV m for M and 4.1 × 10−12 eV m
for ρxx .17

To gain further insight into the frequency anomaly in M , we
plot integer ν versus 1/B⊥ for each oscillation as open symbols
in Fig. 2(a). Analyzing these positions for M , we find two
different slopes for the data after and before the last beat node.
The slopes correspond to the frequencies 2 · f M

A (dashed line)
and 2 · f M

B (dash-dotted line), respectively. The sum frequency
(f M

A + f M
B ) is not relevant to describe the experimental data

M(B). This finding is in contrast to the transport data. The
oscillations in ρxx [symbols in Fig. 2(b)] strictly follow the sum
frequency (f R

A + f R
B ) = f R

S (solid line). Here no change in
slope is found around the last beat node. For decades, the slope
of ν vs 1/B⊥ has been interpreted in terms of (h/e)ns , thereby
providing the carrier density ns of the 2DES. Following this,
we now define the parameter n∗

s = (eB⊥/h)ν and evaluate this
parameter in Fig. 2(c) for both the magnetization and transport
data of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. For ρxx , the parameter
n∗

s is found to be constant within the error bar detailed below.
By interpreting M of Fig. 1(a) in the same way, the parameter
n∗

s is found to jump near the last beat node at θ = 15.2◦ in
Fig. 2(c) (uppermost graph).18 The error bar of n∗

s is derived
as follows: For ρxx , it is well known that n∗

s = ns = const.
for all fields and angles θ . The variation in ρxx data in
Fig. 2(c) thus reflects the error for n∗

s .19 The maximum peak-
to-peak error amounts to δn∗

s = (8.68 − 8.52) × 1015/m2 =
0.18 × 1015/m2, that is, 2.1%. At θ = 15.2◦, the jump in
n∗

s extracted from M(B) amounts to 5.2%, being far larger
than the maximum error in n∗

s . We have studied the striking
discrepancy between the transport and magnetization data
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Integer ν vs 1/B⊥ for M taken at
θ = 15.2◦. Insets highlight that oscillations before and after the last
beat node follow two different slopes. Note that the fitted linear
slopes directly correspond to the frequency peaks 2 · f M

A (dashed
line) and 2 · f M

B (dash-dotted line) extracted from Fig. 1(c). Strikingly,
they do not follow the sum frequency (solid line) in contrast to the
orthodox understanding. (b) For ρxx and θ = 15.2◦, integer ν vs 1/B⊥
strictly follow the slope given by the sum frequency f R

S (solid line).
(c) Parameter n∗

s = (eB⊥/h)ν evaluated from the period of adjacent
oscillations observed in ρxx (crosses) and M (open symbols). In ρxx

we get a constant behavior at each angle, consistent with the orthodox
theory. At a fixed angle, the remaining variation in n∗

s indicates the
error bar of the evaluation method. When we evaluate n∗

s for M vs
B⊥, we find an unexpected jump in ns for θ < 60◦ which depends on
θ . This jump highlights the frequency anomaly discovered for M(B).
Data points are missing at the node positions because oscillations in
M(B) were vanishingly small and ν vs 1/B⊥ was not evaluated there.
At θ = 60.2◦, n∗

s is constant for M , and (d) the slope in ν corresponds
to the sum frequency.

towards higher tilt angles. For ρxx , n∗
s is constant within the

error bar at all tilt angles. For M , we find a constant n∗
s only

at large θ � 60.2◦. The jump is found to vanish at θ = 60.2◦
[bottom-most graph in Fig. 2(c)]. Correspondingly, ν follows
strictly the sum frequency in Fig. 2(d). Here n∗

s is consistent
with a constant (field-independent) ns . The ground-state
property M(B) thus behaves strikingly different compared
to ρxx . We have ruled out experimental artifacts by repeated
measurements on different samples in two setups and in several
cooling cycles. All data sets are consistent, suggesting that
there is a fundamental difference in the physics underlying the
beatings in ρxx and M . We now show that the anomaly in the
frequency of M vs 1/B⊥ is completely unexpected also from
the theoretical side and discuss possible origins.

To this end we develop a state-of-the-art numerical
model for M based on the one-electron Hamiltonian H =

H0 + HR + HD taking into account the R-SOI term HR =
αR

h̄
(σxπy − σyπx), the k-linear D-SOI term HD = βD

h̄
(σxπx −

σyπy), and the Zeeman term in tilted magnetic fields. Here
H0 = π2

2m∗ + 1
2g∗μBBσ (πx,y are the components of the kinetic

momentum operator, σ is the vector of the Pauli matrices, and
μB is the Bohr magneton). Following Ref. 20 the eigenvalues
are determined by evaluating the matrix elements of H

between the eigenstates of H0 in perpendicular magnetic
fields. The resulting matrix is diagonalized numerically by
truncating the matrix dimensions while including a suffi-
cient number of LLs. Calculations use the values for g∗
and m∗ determined from the experiment. αR and βD are
used as parameters to fit the experiment. Using the energy
eigenvalues εi the position of the Fermi energy EF is
determined from ns = ∫ EF

−∞ D(E)dE, with the density of states

(DOS) D(E) = ∑
i 1/(

√
2π�) exp[− (E−εi )2

2�2 ]. Here the level
broadening � ∝ √

B was chosen to match the experimental
oscillation amplitudes. The ground state energy U is then
calculated from D(E), and the magnetization is obtained
through M = −∂U/∂B|ns ,T =0.21

We now show in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) that the experimen-
tal data (black) at θ = 60.2◦ can be modeled consistently
assuming a dominant R-SOI contribution. To illustrate this,
a calculation assuming H = H0 + HD [light (blue) line] is
shown in Fig. 3(a). �D = 2.4 meV was chosen to match the
position of the last beat node. We find that the amplitude
evolution as well as the position of the second last beat node
cannot be modeled assuming H = H0 + HD . In Fig. 3(b) we
consider H = H0 + HR [light (red) line]. αR was adjusted
to match the last node position. The amplitudes of the
magnetization oscillations as well as the position of the second
last beat node are well modeled for the full field regime taking

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Experimental data for θ = 60.2◦

(black) and D-SOI calculation [light (blue)]. (b) Data as in (a),
but with R-SOI calculation [light (red)]. The insets highlight the
excellent reproduction of oscillation amplitude and frequency by the
R-SOI theory. (c) Experimental data for θ = 15.2◦ (black) with R-SOI
calculation [light (red)]. The bottom-right inset shows the discrepancy
between the constant frequency in the calculation and the frequency
anomaly in the experimental data.
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αR = 4.5 × 10−12 eV m. The oscillation frequency is well
reproduced as demonstrated by the insets for the regimes after
and before the last beat node for θ = 60.2◦. In the calculation,
oscillations occur always at integer ν since only the total
density ns and the level degeneracy eB⊥/h enter in the position
of integer ν.22 For θ = 15.2◦ there is however a discrepancy
between the experimental data and the calculation also for
H = H0 + HR . In Fig. 3(c) only the position of the last beat
node and the oscillation amplitudes are well reproduced for
αR = 4.5 × 10−12 eV m but not the frequency. This can be
seen from the insets in Fig. 3(c). In the bottom-left inset,
the experimental oscillation still follows closely the calculated
trace. In the bottom-right inset, however, the experimental data
are found to oscillate at a higher frequency.

Using the state-of-the-art theoretical approach based on the
current understanding of SOI, we are able to reproduce fine
details in the beating patterns of M(B). The only experimental
observation that is not captured by the model is the frequency
anomaly occurring at tilt angles θ < 60◦. Since M is linked to
the model Hamiltonian in a straightforward way, our finding
of the anomaly raises the fundamental question whether the
current picture of SOI-induced beating patterns in magnetic-
field dependent quantum oscillations is comprehensive. The
origin of both the frequency anomaly and its evolution with
tilt angle θ is unknown at present. In the following we speculate
about possible origins.

The data seem to suggest that magnetic quantum oscilla-
tions of one carrier subset are seen in the low field regime,
whereas in the high field regime oscillations of a subset
with a different density are seen. However, a straightforward
association of the frequencies f M

A and f M
B with the two

spin subsets present in the 2DES is not reasonable since
the frequency difference between f M

A and f M
B vanishes with

increasing tilt angle [Fig. 2(c)], while, strikingly, the beating
pattern itself remains unaffected. How can two different
frequencies (densities) appear in the two regimes? It has been
put forward that the quantum relaxation times might differ
between the two unequally populated spin subsets,3,23,24 thus
potentially leading to preferential observation of only one
subset in a given field regime. We have modeled M including
a subset-dependent relaxation time and find that this cannot
account for the experimental observations.

In a recent approach based on the Gutzwiller trace
formula,2,25 anomalous magneto-oscillations reflect the nona-
diabatic spin precession along the cyclotron orbits. However,
the work focused on the analysis of Fourier transforms of
ρxx . Predictions for the periodicity of oscillations in the
thermodynamic quantity M were not made.

A fundamental difference between M and ρxx is that
M is determined by the complete DOS of the electron
system, including the LLs below EF , while the resistance
depends on microscopic details of the scattering26 and probes
D(EF ), that is, it does not monitor the lower-lying energy
levels. Thus, an interaction-induced renormalization of energy
levels27 lying below EF could lead to differences in M(B)
and ρxx(B). In combination with R-SOI-induced avoided
crossings of low-lying LLs in tilted magnetic fields,28 interac-
tion effects might also contribute to an angular dependence
of the anomalous behavior of M . A theoretical treatment
considering such many-body aspects is beyond the scope of the
present paper.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have reported a frequency anomaly in
the SOI-modified magneto-oscillations of M that is absent
in ρxx and that is not captured by the well accepted state-
of-the-art quantum mechanical description. This is especially
intriguing since M is a thermodynamic quantity that can—
unlike ρxx—be calculated in a straightforward way from the
energy levels and the ground state energy U . The evaluation
of quantum oscillations is a widespread method to explore
SOI-induced properties of 2DESs. We expect our results to
stimulate further theoretical and experimental investigations
into this fundamental subject for spintronics.
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